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Statement of Issue
• “We need to be flexible in our educational approach for fall of 2020 so that
students can participate in person or remotely depending on their personal
situation and so that we can be prepared for fluid conditions of the
pandemic.” Jim Garrett, June 2nd Preparing for Fall Instruction
• In keeping with the goal to offer as many of our in-person courses with
remote participation options, for some classes physical materials and
supplies may need to be available to students who are not on campus or in
Pittsburgh.
• Materials, supplies, and equipment may need to be shipped to students,
including to students who are not in the US. Software may need to be
made available to students who are not on campus.
• This poses safety, regulatory, legal, and logistical challenges.
• It may also raise financial and inclusive practice issues.

Examples of materials used in classes that might not be
available to those participating in their education remotely
For a ‘wet lab’ class

Equipment, chemicals, prepackaged lab kits

For a ‘dry lab’ class

Equipment, construction materials or components, specialized adhesives

For a ‘technology’ class

Electronic components or materials, batteries, Arduino kits,
potentiometer, breadboard, sensors, switches, motors, LEDs MP3 player,
micro SD card, USB cable, microcontroller, hot melt adhesive,

For a ‘studio’ class

Fabric, construction materials, adhesives, paint, solvents, needles,
thimbles, beeswax, thread, tailors chalk, wool, silk, balsa wood, clay

For a ‘lecture/recitation’ class

Project materials, specific type of notebooks or bluebooks

Software (which isn’t necessarily shipped) could be for any type of class

Challenges in sending materials to students who are taking the class remotely
• Does the material present a risk to the student or others? Is the material hazardous?
Could it be combined with other common items to become hazardous if misused? Is
the material a DOT dangerous good?
• Does shipment of the material require additional attention to comply with
regulations? Is the material export-controlled? Is the student in an OFAC country?
• Does the material/ item require special shipment or labeling? Is specific labeling
required (i.e., batteries)? Are components/ materials available in individually labeled
containers/packages?
• Who will pay for the materials and the shipping? If the department is supplying the
materials and covering the shipping costs, is adequate budget available? If the student
is buying the materials, does financial aid need to be available to support these costs
for some students?

Step
1

Consider whether alternative approaches to meet the course
objectives exist. These may be needed if the materials cannot be
shipped, do not arrive for all students, or students are unable to
complete the assignment with the materials remotely due to
limitations in their remote location or other issues.

Questions to consider:

Consult with:

Is the material, component, item or
device a central feature in a course
outcome?

Colleagues

Are there alternative ways to meet
the educational outcome?

Department Liaison to Eberly

How do you plan to meet the
outcome if we pivot to full remote?

Consultant at Eberly
eberly-assist@andrew.cmu.edu

Department Head

Step
2
If after due consideration, the instructor decides shipment of materials to
remote students is important to meet a course outcome that cannot be met
through alterative means, a series of analyses are necessary to determine IF and
HOW such shipment would be accomplished.

Determination of whether shipment to remote students can be considered
Heather Bragg (Hbragg@andrew.cmu.edu) can assist with determining this.

Is there a student registered for the course who will be in an OFAC country during the instructional period?

No

Yes
Do Not Ship to
students in
OFAC countries

Is the material hazardous? A hazardous material is any item or agent (biological, chemical, radiological, and/or physical), which has the potential
to cause harm to humans, animals, or the environment, either by itself or through interaction with other factors. (Check the MSDS for details)

Yes
Do Not Ship

No
Is it deemed a dangerous good (by DOT)? A dangerous good (also known as hazardous material or hazmat) is any substance or
material that is capable of posing an unreasonable risk to health, safety, and property when transported in commerce.

Yes
Do Not Ship

Is the item, material, equipment on the list of items likely to be approved with minimal review (see list).

Review for export-control or labeling
requirement must be conducted. Contact
export-compliance@andrew.cmu.edu

Yes
Is it commercially available for purchase at the individual level (with labeling)? Is a KIT commercially available for use?

Yes
Likely OK

No
Are components commercially available (and individually labeled) and CMU personnel will only be assembling the
materials into kits for shipment?

Yes
Likely OK

No
Are the materials purchased in bulk and CMU personnel will be opening packages and dividing into
smaller unlabeled units for shipment?

Yes
Are there any powders or liquids?

Yes
Can you identify a commercially available (and individually labeled) alternative?

Likely OK

Contact safety@andrew.cmu.edu with
questions.

No

No

Yes

Contact safety@andrew.cmu.edu with
questions.

No
Do Not Ship

No
Likely OK

No

The material you are shipping is
unclear. A review must be
conducted. Contact exportcompliance@andrew.cmu.edu

Under These Circumstances, Shipment is Fully Prohibited
No shipment is permitted to a country covered by U.S Sanctions. (e.g., Cuba,
Iran, North Korea, Sudan, and Syria)

Heather Bragg (Hbragg@andrew.cmu.edu) can
assist with determining if a student in your class
is located in an OFAC country.

No shipment of hazardous materials is permitted. A hazardous material is any
item or agent (biological, chemical, radiological, and/or physical), which has the
potential to cause harm to humans, animals, or the environment, either by itself
or through interaction with other factors. (Check the MSDS for details).

Contact Environmental Health & Safety (EHS)
(safety@andrew.cmu.edu) with questions or to
discuss specific materials.

No shipment of materials considered “dangerous goods” by the US Department
of Transportation. A dangerous good (also known as hazardous material or
hazmat) is any substance or material that is capable of posing an unreasonable
risk to health, safety, and property when transported in commerce.

Contact Environmental Health & Safety (EHS)
(safety@andrew.cmu.edu) with questions or to
discuss specific materials.

No shipment of technology, software or technical data outside the US that is
subject to the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) and International Traffic in
Arms Regulations (ITAR). Note: ORIC will need to review the specific items to be
shipped in order to determine compliance with EAR and ITAR.

ORIC will need to review the specific items to be
shipped in order to determine compliance with
EAR and ITAR.
Contact export-compliance@andrew.cmu.edu

Do Not Ship

If materials cannot be shipped, how will
you modify the course activity for
students who are Remote?
Return to Step 1

Questions to consider:

Step
1

Consult with:

Is the material, component, item or
device a central feature in a course
outcome?

Colleagues

Are there alternative ways to meet
the educational outcome?

Department Liaison to Eberly

How do you plan to meet the
outcome if we pivot to full remote?

Consultant at Eberly
eberly-assist@andrew.cmu.edu

Department Head

Likely OK

For materials that are not prohibited and that have been approved
by the export-control review, there are some things that will make
providing the materials simpler.

If the materials are available in a commercially prepared KIT and students will be instructed to use the kit exactly as
instructed by the manufacturer, this is a good approach. No modifications of the instructions are allowable.
If the materials or kits are commercially available for purchase at the individual level (with labeling), and students can make
the purchases directly themselves (via an online retailer or through the CMU Store), this is a good approach.
If the materials or components are commercially available (and individually labeled) and CMU personnel can assemble the
materials into kits/packages for shipment, the CMU Store can assist with this work.
If the materials are purchased in bulk and CMU personnel will be opening packages and dividing into smaller unlabeled
units for shipment, this may be a concern. We recommend identifying commercially available and individually labeled
alternatives. If this is not possible, consult export-compliance to determine if appropriate labeling can be created. exportcompliance@andrew.cmu.edu
For international shipping, a customs invoice will needed. Reach out to export-compliance@andrew.cmu.edu early to
discuss this form.

Likely OK

Approaches for Students to Access Materials

(After export control assessment has been conducted and shipment is permissible)

How will students who can receive the material accesses it?
 Students acquire the item from a local source.
 Students order commercially-available item (or kit) from identified/specified vendor that ships directly to student. Student pays for item and shipping.
 Students order commercially-available item from CMU store that ship direct to student (The CMU store can work with faculty members to build a new
vendor relationship, which will take some time and co-ordination). Student pays for item and shipping.
 CMU department orders commercially-available item from vender (directly or through CMU Store) and vendor ships individually directly to students.
Department pays for item and shipping. Contact cmu-bookstore@andrew.cmu.edu
 CMU department orders commercially-available item from vender (directly or through CMU Store) and CMU Store ships individually directly to students
Department pays for item and shipping. Contact cmu-bookstore@andrew.cmu.edu
 CMU department orders commercially-available items from vender and works with CMU Store to assemble kits and ship to student. Department pays for
materials, CMU Store work to compile kit, and shipping. Contact cmu-bookstore@andrew.cmu.edu [This is an existing service]
 CMU department purchases components and builds/assemble kits and ships those kits (only if components are individually packaged and labeled by
vendor). CMU Store can assist with sourcing packaging. Postal Services or Tartan Ink can assist with shipping. Department pays for materials, packages
them, and pays for shipping. Contact cmu-bookstore@andrew.cmu.edu or Andrew Zucker in Postal Services 8-5616.
 Other. Please discuss with Environmental Health & Safety (EHS) (safety@andrew.cmu.edu) and Export Control (export-compliance@andrew.cmu.edu)
before pursuing another option.

Step
3

Once you have determined how the students will access
the materials, consider how you will communicate
about this process.

How will students learn that they need to order the material? (on syllabus, on web site,
direct link to vendor?)
How can the students who are not able to receive the material (for any reason)
participate/ have an alternative experience? Are there alternative ways to meet the
educational outcome if the material or supply does not arrive? Consult with Eberly to
assess alternatives. Contact: eberly-assist@andrew.cmu.edu

Step
4

Consider Pivot-Issues:
• Students who were remote arriving to campus late
• Students who were in person having to go into quarantine
• Campus pivoting back to remote-only in response to
government order.

For those who begin the semester remote:
 What about return to campus? Once they are able to enter the country, would they be able to bring materials back?
 How will students ship materials they have already done work on? Consider size of materials?
 What about closures of local shipping outlets?
For those who begin the semester in person:
 Should each in-person student be given a kit as well to ensure she/he/they can pivot to remote easily?
 Should additional remote kits be ready to ship/deliver for students who have to pivot to remote for quarantine?
Are approaches different if the entire campus pivot’s to remote?
 Should each in-person student be given a kit as well to ensure she/he/they can pivot to remote easily?
 Should additional remote kits be prepared to give to students as they leave campus if there is a remote-pivot?

Step
5

Consider the financial implications of the requirement
that materials be purchased by the student or shipped
by the university

Do students usually purchase this material or pay for it through lab fees?
Does the department usually pay for this directly?

• If students in-person do not have to pay this cost, and remote students have to purchase these items for direct ship
to themselves, how should we reconcile that issue?
• Where will these costs (materials and shipping) be borne within the university (dept, college, university?)
• How will financial aid support be considered for these materials (e.g., increasing the cost of attendance to allow
additional aid to be provided)?
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